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a b s t r a c t

Therapeutic vaccination with replication deficient adenovirus expressing a viral antigen linked to invari-
ant chain was recently found to markedly delay the growth of B16.F10 melanomas expressing the same
antigen; however, complete regression of the tumors was never observed. Here we show that the delay
in tumor growth can be converted to complete regression and long-term survival in 30–40% of the mice
eywords:
ancer
accination
D8 T cells

by a booster vaccination plus combinational treatment with agonistic anti-CD40 monoclonal antibodies
(mAb) and anti-CTLA-4 mAb. Regarding the mechanism underlying the improved clinical effect, analysis
of the tumor-specific response revealed a significantly prolonged tumor-specific CD8 T cell response
in spleens of the mice receiving the combinational treatment compared with mice receiving either
treatment individually. Matching this, CD8 T cell depletion completely prevented tumor control.

These results indicate that even with a strong tumor vaccine candidate, combinatorial treatment may
ically
be required to obtain clin

. Introduction

Vaccination against cancer is very challenging compared with
accination against most pathogens, and in the majority of studies
he clinical effect has fallen short of expectations. A major reason
or this is that the potentially relevant tumor-specific T cells tend
o be present in a functionally blocked state and will not respond
ptimally. This might be caused by the fact that prior to vaccina-
ion tumor antigens are normally presented in a non-infectious
r immunosuppressive environment created by the tumor, and
his leads to ignorance, anergy, or active suppression [1,2]. This
on-reactivity is difficult to break, but one approach might be to
nhance the CD8 T cell activation capacity of the antigen presenting
ells. This can be done by use of agonistic anti-CD40 mAb target-
ng CD40, a member of the TNF� family, expressed by a range of

ells including DCs, macrophages, and B cells [3]. Its ligand, CD40L
CD154), is mainly expressed by activated CD4 T cells, but has also
een reported to be expressed by other cell types such as B cells,
acrophages, and dendritic cells. CD40 ligation has been found to

Abbreviations: Ii, invariant chain; LCMV, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus;
P33, immunodominant epitope of LCMV; Ova, chicken ovalbumin; TAA, tumor
ssociated neoantigen; Ad-Ii-GP, human adenovirus 5 encoding full length GP linked
o Ii; p.v., post vaccination; p.t., post tumor challenge.
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of International Health, Immunology and
icrobiology, The Panum Institute, Building 22.5, 3C Blegdamsvej, DK-2200 Copen-

agen N, Denmark. Tel.: +45 35327871; fax: +45 35327874.
E-mail address: athomsen@sund.ku.dk (A.R. Thomsen).

264-410X/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.vaccine.2010.07.066
relevant results.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

cause activation of the APCs, which in turn leads to up-regulation of
costimulatory molecules, MHC class II presentation, and production
of inflammatory cytokines, factors which all improve the ability of
the APCs to activate naïve T cells [3–6]. Triggering of APC activation
through administration of agonistic anti-CD40 antibody has previ-
ously been used to increase anti-tumor T cell responses in mice and
humans [7–11].

Another possible target for improvement of tumor-specific CD8
T cell responses is to block various inhibitory receptors. One key
molecule in this context is cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated pro-
tein 4 (CTLA-4), a CD28 homologue, which down-regulates CD8 T
cell activity after ligation with its ligands, B7-1 and -2. CTLA-4 is
expressed by all T cells following activation and constitutively by
regulatory T cells (T-regs) [12,13]. After T cell activation CTLA-4 can
be found in intracellular vesicles near the immunological synapse,
from where molecules are translocated to the T cell surface. Here
CTLA-4 carries out its inhibitory functions, which includes compe-
tition for B7 binding and the delivery of an inhibitory signal by the
CTLA-4 cytoplasmatic tail [14]. Blocking CTLA-4 may improve the
T-cell response in two ways, either by interfering with the function
of T-regs or by directly blocking inhibitory signals in the involved
antigen-specific T cells [15,16]. Most importantly, CTLA-4 block-
ade has been shown to facilitate the anti-tumor T cell response and

induce tumor degradation or control in some murine models as
well as in human cancer patients [14,17–22].

In the present study we take advantage of a new vaccine strategy
based on replication deficient adenovirus modified to express the
target antigen in linkage with the MHC class II associated invari-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.vaccine.2010.07.066
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/0264410X
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/vaccine
mailto:athomsen@sund.ku.dk
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nt chain (Ii) [23]. This modification was recently developed by
ur group and has been found to significantly improve the ther-
peutic efficiency of vaccination in a modified B16.F10 model. In
his model a well-defined, viral encoded class I restricted T-cell
pitope works as the tumor associated antigen (TAA), namely the
P33-41 epitope of the glycoprotein (GP) of lymphocytic chori-
meningitis virus (LCMV). Therapeutic vaccination of C57BL/6 mice
ith the Ii-GP expressing adenovector (Ad-Ii-GP) induces a potent
P33 specific CD8 T cell response, and this response causes a sig-
ificant delay in tumor growth compared to the effect induced by
accination with the unlinked antigen. Thus in Ad-Ii-GP vaccinated
ice tumors start to regress about day 12–14 post tumor chal-

enge (p.t.), and tumor growth is controlled until approximately day
8–20, at which time renewed growth of the tumors is normally
bserved; by about day 30 p.t. the mice typically have to be sacri-
ced due to the presence of large tumors [24]. As our initial results
uggested that tumor re-growth correlated with contraction of the
umor-specific CD8 T cell response (unpublished data), we decided
o study whether the vaccination efficiency could be improved by
ombining therapeutic vaccination with passive manipulation of
mmunoregulatory circuits through therapy with agonistic anti-
D40 mAb or/and antagonistic anti-CTLA-4 mAb.

. Materials and methods

.1. Mice

Female C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Taconic M&B (Ry,
enmark). Mice were always allowed to acclimatize for at least
ne week before entering into an experiment. Mice entered exper-
ments when ∼7–10 weeks old. The experimental procedures were
pproved by the national ethics committee on experimental animal
elfare and performed according to national guidelines.

.2. Adenoviral vectors

Invariant chain and LCMV GP or chicken ovalbumin (Ova) were
mplified and fused by overlapping PCRs as described recently [23].
denovirus was then produced through homologous recombina-

ion using standard methods [25]. After purification adenoviral
tocks were immediately aliquoted and frozen at −80 ◦C in 10%
lycerol, and the infectivity of adenovirus stocks was determined
ith the Adeno-X Rapid Titer Kit (Clontech).

.3. Tumor cell lines

The melanoma cell line B16.F10 expressing LCMV GP33-41
B16.F10-gp) was kindly provided by H. Pircher (University of
reiburg, Germany). The tumor cells were propagated in DMEM
965 supplemented with 10% FCS, glutamine, streptomycin, peni-
illin, and G418 (0.6 mg/l).

.4. Tumor cell inoculation and vaccination

Mice were injected subcutaneously in the right flank with 106

16.F10-gp melanoma cells. Tumors were allowed to grow for five
ays, at which time tumors were clearly palpable. The mice were
hen inoculated subcutaneously in the right hind foot pad with
× 107 IFU of an adenoviral vector expressing full length GP of

CMV or Ova linked to Ii. After vaccination tumor growth was mea-
ured every 2–3 days, and the tumor volume was calculated as
umor length × tumor width2 × 0.5236 [26]. Mice bearing a tumor
12 mm were sacrificed as required by national experimental ani-
al care regulations.
28 (2010) 6757–6764

2.5. Antibody treatment

Agonistic CD40 mAb (clone FGK45 [27], a gift from professor
Antonius Rolink, University of Basel, Switzerland) was purified
from cell culture supernatant using a protein G column, and
injected i.v. (200 �g) 6 or 12 days p.t. As a control, rat IgG (Jackson,
ImmunoResearch Laboratories Inc.) was used in matching con-
centrations. Anti-CTLA-4 mAb from the 9H10 hybridoma (a gift
from Anders Elm Pedersen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark)
was administered i.p. at days 5 (100 �g), 7 (50 �g), and 9 (50 �g)
p.t. as previously described [22]. Hamster IgG was used as control
mAb in concentrations matching the relevant antibodies (Jackson,
ImmunoResearch laboratories Inc.). CD8 T cells were depleted by
intraperitoneal injection of the ascitic fluid from mice carrying the
2.43 hybridoma on day 5 + 9 p.t. The efficiency of depletion was
verified by flow cytometric analysis of splenocytes from randomly
selected, antibody treated mice.

2.6. Spleen cell preparation and flow cytometry

Single cell suspensions of splenocytes were obtained by press-
ing the organs through a fine steel mesh, followed by centrifugation
and resuspension in RPMI 1640 cell culture medium. To determine
the frequency of activated GP33 specific CD8 T cells, splenocytes
were stimulated in vitro with LCMV GP33-41 (0.1 �g/ml) for 5 h
in the presence of monensin (3 �M). The cells were then surface
stained for CD8 and CD44 followed by intracellular staining for
IFN� and/or TNF� as described [28]. Samples were analyzed using
a Becton Dickinson FACSCalibur. Splenocytes were gated using a
combination of forward and side scatter and from these at least
104 CD8+ T cells were analyzed. Data analysis was conducted using
Cell Quest Pro (B&D Biosciences). Total cell numbers per mouse
were calculated by multiplying the observed frequency with total
numbers of splenocytes harvested.

2.7. Statistical analysis

Quantitative results were compared using the Mann–Whitney
U-test, and survival after tumor challenge was analyzed using the
Log Rank test (Mantel-Cox). p Values <0.05 were considered statis-
tically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Booster vaccination delays tumor re-growth

First, we hypothesized that the observed loss of tumor con-
trol after Ad-Ii-GP vaccination at day 20–25 p.t. [24] might in part
reflect the normal contraction of the antigen-specific CD8 T cell
pool typically taking place at around this time point after vaccina-
tion (unpublished observations). Based on this, we wanted to test
if a booster vaccination would result in prolonged tumor control.
Consequently, B6 mice were vaccinated on day 5 as usual and on
day 15 after tumor challenge half the mice were revaccinated using
the same dose of Ad-Ii-GP as on day 5. Both groups of vaccinated
mice showed significantly delayed tumor growth compared with
untreated controls. Based on the pooled results from two indepen-
dent experiments (Fig. 1), we conclude that repeated vaccination

caused a small but significant delay in tumor growth compared with
that in single vaccinated mice (p = 0.0074). Furthermore, we saw
complete and sustained tumor regression in one of the mice receiv-
ing a booster vaccination as it survived for more than 6 months p.t.
(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Booster immunization with the Ad-Ii-GP vaccine improves tumor control. (A)
Percent survival of mice receiving vaccination once at day 5 or twice at days 5 and
15 post tumor challenge (p.t.); mice receiving no treatment served as controls. Data
are pooled from two independent experiments with similar outcome; n = 6–14 mice
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Fig. 2. Agonistic anti-CD40 mAb slightly improves tumor control in Ad-Ii-GP vacci-
nated mice. (A) Survival following Ad-Ii-GP vaccination alone (day 5 p.t.), agonistic
anti-CD40 mAb treatment alone (200 �g, i.v. day 12 p.t.), agonistic anti-CD40 mAb

receiving only a single Ad-Ii-GP vaccination 5 days p.t. (p = 0.0004)
or the antibody combination alone (p = 1.21e−06). More impor-
tantly, 30–40% of the mice completely degraded their tumors, and
remained tumor-free for more than 6 months p.t. (Fig. 4A and
B). In this context it should be noted that antibody combination

Fig. 3. Blocking CTLA-4 in combination with vaccination slightly improves tumor
er group. (B) Tumor volumes from a representative experiment of mice receiving
ne Ad-Ii-GP vaccination on day 5, or two vaccinations, on days 5 and 15 p.t.; n = 7–8
ice per group.

.2. Treatment with agonistic anti-CD40 mAb improves tumor
ontrol in Ad-Ii-GP vaccinated mice

Another important issue for an optimal vaccine-induced CD8 T
ell response is properly licensed APCs. Even if antigen presenta-
ion per se is fine, the absence of danger signals required to maintain
he right state of APC activation might limit the vaccine response.
herefore, to test if extra activation of APCs would improve tumor
ontrol in our twice vaccinated mice, we combined vaccination
ith agonistic CD40 mAb treatment (200 �g intravenously (i.v.))

t days 6 or 12 p.t. The best tumor control was obtained when ago-
istic CD40 mAb was provided 12 days p.t. However, while we in
his case observed a significant delay in tumor growth (p = 0.004)
ompared with mice receiving a single Ad-Ii-GP vaccination (and
hus representing an improvement relative to our starting point),
he absolute gain in survival time compared to mice vaccinated
wice was marginal or absent (cf. Fig. 1). Importantly, mice receiv-
ng anti-CD40 alone did not control tumor growth any better than
id untreated mice (Fig. 2).

.3. CTLA-4 blocking with mAb improves tumor control in
d-Ii-GP vaccinated mice

CTLA-4 blockade has previously been shown to improve anti-
umor responses, and recent results suggest that inhibition of
his receptor leads to maximal antitumor activity by two differ-
nt mechanisms: (1) by suppressing the activity of Tregs and (2)

y directly improving CD8 T cell effector function [16]. Therefore,
e wanted to see if blockage of this inhibitory receptor would

dd to the effect obtained by simple boosting. To this end, mice
ere vaccinated on day 5 and 15 p.t. given anti-CTLA-4 mAb
combined with the vaccine, control antibody (rat IgG) combined with the vaccine,
or no treatment as indicated. Data are pooled from two independent experiments
with similar outcome; n = 6–13 mice per group.

intraperitoneally (i.p.) on days 5 (100 �g), 7 (50 �g), and 9 (50 �g)
p.t. as previously described [17]. Blocking CTLA-4 in vaccinated
mice delayed tumor growth significantly (p = 0.02) compared with
mice receiving a single vaccination. However, again the gain in
tumor control was limited compared to mice just given a booster
vaccination (cf. Fig. 1). Notably, mice treated with CTLA-4 mAb
alone succumbed to tumor challenge as fast as did untreated mice
(Fig. 3).

3.4. Combining agonistic anti-CD40 mAb, anti-CTLA-4 mAb, and
one vaccine booster results in complete tumor regression in part
of the treated mice

Despite the above-mentioned largely negative results obtained
by combination treatments, we considered it possible that by
combing all three modalities of treatment (boosting, antiCD40, and
anti-CTLA-4), it might be possible to obtain a synergistic effect not
obtained through combination of any two of the treatment modal-
ities used above. Therefore, B6 mice were vaccinated on day 5 p.t.
and treated with anti-CTLA-4 mAb on days 5 (100 �g), 7 (50 �g),
and 9 (50 �g) p.t.; agonistic anti-CD40 mAb was given on day 12
(200 �g) p.t., and a vaccine booster on day 15 p.t. This combination
delayed tumor growth significantly compared with a control group
control. (A) Percent survival following Ad-Ii-GP vaccination alone (on day 5 p.t.),
anti-CTLA-4 treatment i.p. on days 5 (100 �g), 7 (50 �g), and 9 (50 �g) p.t., anti-
CTLA-4 and the vaccine, control antibody (hamster IgG) combined with the vaccine,
or no treatment. Data are pooled from two independent experiments with similar
outcome; n = 5–14 mice per group.
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Fig. 4. Combining agonistic anti-CD40 mAb and anti-CTLA-4 mAb treatment improves tumor control and induces complete regression in Ad-Ii-GP vaccinated mice. (A)
Percent survival of mice treated with Ad-Ii-GP + anti-CD40 + anti-CTLA-4, vaccine alone, anti-CD40 + anti-CTLA-4 alone, or left untreated. Data are pooled from two separate
experiments with similar results; n = 5–14 mice per group. (B) Tumor volumes following vaccination and antibody treatment, vaccination alone, antibody treatment alone,
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r untreated, n = 6–8 mice per group. (C) Percent survival after vaccination with irre
nti-CD40 + anti-CTLA-4, n = 5–7 mice per group.

reatment without vaccination did not induce an increased tumor
ontrol compared with untreated animals (Fig. 4A). As an additional
ontrol we investigated if mice receiving the antibody treatment
lus an irrelevant vaccine (Ad-Ii-Ova) on days 5 and 15 would
enefit significantly from this treatment. Interestingly, mice receiv-

ng antibodies in addition to irrelevant vaccine lived significantly
onger than did control mice given irrelevant vaccine alone. How-
ver, the clinical effect of the latter combinatorial treatment did not
n any way match that observed when the antibodies were com-
ined with a vaccine specifically targeting an antigen expressed by

he tumor cells. Thus median time to death was 26 days in the for-

er group with no mice remaining tumor-free, while in the group
eceiving specific vaccination the mice lived on average for 47 days
fter tumor challenge and about one third became long-term sur-
ivors.
t adenoviral vaccine (Ad-Ii-Ova) at days 5 and 15 p.t. alone or in combination with

3.5. Improved tumor control correlates with an increased CD8 T
cell response towards the tumor antigen

The above results strongly suggested that the improved anti-
tumor effect in vivo reflected either an augmented or prolonged
CD8 T response. To test this assumption, we measured the number
of tumor-specific IFN�+TNF�+ double positive CD8 T cells in the
spleen at days 13, 16, and 20 post tumor challenge. Thirteen and 16
days after tumor challenge we found similar numbers of these cells
in Ad-Ii-GP vaccinated mice irrespective of antibody treatment. In

contrast, numbers of tumor-specific CD8 T cells were significantly
increased in mice receiving antibodies when the mice were ana-
lyzed on day 20 (p < 0.05) (Fig. 5A). This result indicates that the
primary effect of treatment with these antibodies was to prolong
the antigen-specific CD8 T cell response.
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Fig. 5. Improved CD8 T cell responses after combined vaccination and antibody treatment. (A) Total numbers of GP33-specific IFN�/TNF� double producing CD8 T cells in
spleens of mice receiving vaccination with Ad-IiGP alone or in combination with anti-CD40 + anti-CTLA-4; the antibodies were dosed as described in the legend to Figs. 2
and 3. The analysis was performed at days 13, 16, and 20 p.t. using flow cytometry after 5 h of ex vivo stimulation with GP33. Medians and ranges of 4–5 mice per group are
shown. (B and C) GP33-specific CD4high IFN� producing, or IFN�/TNF� double producing CD8 T cells in spleens of mice receiving the indicated treatments. Results represent
medians and ranges of 4–5 mice per group. One representative out of 2 similar experiments is presented. (D) Dot plots of stimulated CD8 T cells from a representative mouse
from each group included in (B) and (C). (E) Tumor volumes in mice vaccinated and treated with anti-CTLA-4 plus anti-CD40 in the presence or absence of CD8 depleting
antibodies given on days 5 and 9 p.t.; n = 7–8 mice per group.
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To further study the impact of treatment with antibodies either
lone or in combination with specific vaccination on the systemic
umor-specific CD8 T-cell response, spleens were harvested and
nalyzed for GP33-specific CD8 T cells by flow cytometry on day
0 p.t. At this time point the previous experiment had revealed an

ncreased CD8 T cell response in antibody treated mice, and it was
he latest time point at which control mice receiving antibodies
lone could also be examined. Confirming the previous experi-
ent, numbers of GP33 specific CD44high IFN�+ producing and

FN�+TNF�+ double positive CD8 T cells were significantly higher in
he mice receiving specific vaccine in combination with anti-CD40
nd anti-CTLA-4 mAb, compared with mice receiving the vaccine
nly (p < 0.05). Interestingly, although a trend was observed with
egard to high quality (IFN�+TNF�+ double positive) GP33 spe-
ific CD8 T cells, numbers of GP33 specific CD8 T cells from mice
eceiving the vaccine alone did not significantly exceed numbers in
ice receiving the antibody combination without vaccination. Mice
ithout tumors did not show any increase in their GP33 specific

ctivated CD8 T cells after antibody treatment (Fig. 5B–D).

.6. Depletion of CD8 T cells results in loss of vaccine-induced
umor control

To confirm the key role of tumor-specific CD8 T cell in the
umor control we obtain by combined vaccination and antibody
reatment, tumor bearing mice were vaccinated with Ad-Ii-GP on
ays 5 and 15 p.t., treated with antiCD40 and anti-CTLA-4 mAbs
s described before, and some of the mice were treated with CD8
epleting antibody. After CD8 depletion the tumors grew progres-
ively and the mice were sacrificed due to large tumors between day
7 and 21 (except one mouse that survived until day 30) (Fig. 5E).

. Discussion

In the present report we show that the clinical effect of anti-
umor vaccination with an adenoviral vaccine encoding a viral
AA linked to invariant chain, Ad-Ii-GP, can be markedly improved
y combining vaccination with treatment with agonistic anti-
D40 mAb and anti-CTLA-4 mAb. Thus, the combination regimen
esulted in complete and sustained tumor degradation in 30–40%
f the mice. Notably, both of these Abs have recently been tested
n humans with encouraging results [10,11,21], and since we
ave found that our vaccine strategy may also work against an
ndogenous tumor antigen [24] our treatment regimen holds great
romise for a positive clinical effect in humans.

The fact that the Ad-Ii-GP vaccine alone was unable to cause
omplete tumor regression could reflect either that the initial CD8
cell mediated antitumor response simply is not strong enough

o completely eliminate all the tumor cells or that the tumor cells
ave lost their immunogenicity, e.g. their TAA. If the first possibility

s assumed to be correct there might be several reasons for this
ncluding (1) lack of TAA to be presented by the APCs, (2) lack of
roperly activated APCs, or (3) some kind of immunosuppression
f the CD8 T cell response.

The fact that we were able to improve tumor control through
second vaccination 10 days after primary vaccination could sug-
est that antigen presentation by dedicated APCs was a limiting
actor. We also tested boosting at a later time point (20 days p.t.)
r at weekly intervals starting on day 5 p.t., but neither regimen
ignificantly improved in vivo tumor control (data not shown). This

ould reflect inhibitory immunity towards the adenoviral vector, or
he fact that previously primed CD8 T cells might enter the lymph
odes and kill DCs displaying the TAA, thus rapidly eliminating
he vaccine-induced TAA. Overall, these results seem to stress the
mportance of timing booster vaccination(s) carefully.
28 (2010) 6757–6764

We next tested if we could further delay tumor growth by
improving and/or sustaining the activated state of TAA present-
ing DCs and hence the activation of tumor-specific CD8 T cells
by stimulating with agonistic anti-CD40 mAb. Previous results
have indicated that agonistic antiCD40 Ab may induce licensing
of APCs and block Treg induced suppression of DC function [29,30].
Since adenoviruses are known to activate DCs directly [31,32], we
hypothesized that anti-CD40 treatment would be most effective
if delayed relative to injection of the adenoviral vector; in theory
this should re-induce or/and prolong the activated state of remain-
ing APCs. Two time points of treatment were tested, day 6 (data
not shown) or day 12 p.t. combined with vaccination on day 5 and
day 15 p.t., and the best tumor control was achieved by treatment
on day 12 p.t. Ad-Ii-GP vaccination in combination with anti-CD40
mAb 12 days following tumor challenge resulted in a small, but sig-
nificant delay in tumor growth compared with vaccination alone
or in combination with rat IgG. However, the net improvement in
survival compared to the effect of booster vaccination alone was
marginal at best. For this reason we looked for additional means to
improve the induced immune response.

Recent reports have shown that mAb mediated blockade of
CTLA-4 improved an anti-tumor response in two different ways,
one was by directly improvement of the anti-tumor-specific CD8 T
cells and the other was by inhibition of the regulatory T cells, and
interaction with both of these two T cell populations had a syner-
gistic positive effect on tumor control in vivo [16]. As alleviation
of both these effects might improve the vaccine-induced immune
response, we next selected anti-CTLA-4 to be tested together with
our vaccine. We found that treatment with anti-CTLA-4 mAb in
combination with the Ad-Ii-GP vaccine delayed tumor growth com-
pared with the vaccination alone. However, again the effect on
survival compared to simple booster vaccination was marginal.

Notably, the above evaluated modalities of tumor treatment
were chosen based on their capacity to target different steps in the
regulation of the tumor-specific immune response. Consequently,
these approaches could at least in theory be combined with a syn-
ergistic effect as the net result. As hoped for, the results clearly
showed that a combination of agonistic anti-CD40 mAb, anti-CTLA-
4 and the tumor-specific adenoviral vaccine represented the only
really efficient treatment of established melanomas, with regard to
tumor control, survival, and numbers of activated tumor-specific
CD8 T cells in spleen. The latter organ site represents the major
reservoir of tumor-specific CD8 T cells in the treated mice, and thus
appropriately reflects the systemic effects of our combination treat-
ment. Therefore, even though the number and activity of tumor
infiltrating CD8 T cells may be subject to local influences, it seems
reasonable to conclude that our combinational treatment is likely
to improve tumor control at least in part through an improved TAA-
specific CD8 T cell response. In line with this conclusion we found
that depletion of CD8 T cells led to a complete loss of tumor con-
trol. The use of anti-CD40 mAb and anti-CTLA-4 mAb together with
an irrelevant vaccine (Ad-Ii-Ova) induced a significantly improved
tumor control compared with Ad-Ii-Ova vaccination, which in itself
has no effect [31]. This suggests that the adenoviral vector itself is
capable of inducing an inflammatory response which, in combina-
tion with the antibodies, can induce some tumor control. However,
it is evident that this response in no way matches that following
vaccination with an adenoviral vector containing a relevant TAA.

The potency of combinational treatment using either agonistic
anti-CD40 mAb or anti-CTLA-4 mAb together with other immune
stimulating treatments has previously been shown, e.g. CD40 stim-

ulation combined with TLR stimulation [33,34], anti-4-1BB or
anti-OX40 [35], or combinations of anti-CTLA-4 with GM-CSF or
anti-CD25 mAb [18,20]. However, the combination of CD40 stim-
ulation, CTLA-4 blocking and a strong CD8 T cell inducing vaccine
vector has not been described before. The efficiency of this therapy
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s remarkable, as it can lead to complete degradation of established
umors in a hard-to-treat model where combined Ab treatment had
ittle effect. The fact that we never saw vitiligo in the long-term
urvivors suggests that this combinational treatment does not lead
o indiscriminate epitope spreading. Therefore, the tumors that do
row out despite this combinational treatment might be escape
ariants having lost TAA expression, which is not uncommon as
e have previously found that excised tumors from Ad-Ii-GP vac-

inated mice may grow progressively in LCMV immune mice (data
ot shown).

Based on the above results and other similar studies, we believe
hat it is becoming increasingly clear that single modality tumor
reatment is unlikely to ever deliver the final and complete break-
hrough in human tumor therapy. Thus, even with a potent viral
ector based vaccine that has been found to induce a rapid and
otent T-cell response and longstanding protection against viral
hallenge [23], we could not induce complete regression of estab-
ished tumors. However, by combining active immunization with
ntibody-based manipulation of potentially immunoregulatory cir-
uits, we were able to induce complete and permanent tumor
ontrol in a substantial part of the treated mice. In wider perspec-
ive, we are rapidly gaining more and more insight into the various
egative regulatory pathways involved in suppressing the T-cell
esponse in cancer patients [2,36], and this understanding may
e greatly helped by drawing parallels to the situation in chronic
iral infections, where dysfunctional T cells have recently been
xtensively characterized [37–40]. Importantly, based on this new
nformation the tools required for similar combinatorial treatment
f humans are rapidly becoming available [41]. Therefore, although
he way to define the conditions for the ultimate combinatorial
egimen may be fraught with difficulties, of both biological and
egulatory nature, we propose that this is the only way forward.
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